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ABSTRACT: Based on the analysis of the major hazards on the machining process, confirm the security risk indexes
that influence the working procedure, simultaneously using the operation condition risk analysis(LEC) and fuzzy
mathematics method to model and analysis the safety evaluation indexes. Through the analysis of the LEC, it can
obtain the risk rating of safety accident and evaluation matrix, and then applying the grey correlation degree to
calculate the corresponding indexes weight and go ahead the comprehensive assessment by setting up the grey
evaluation model. According to the score of evaluation results can be more precisely identify the overall level of
safety evaluation in the manufacturing process, and then can be compared with the process safety of other enterprises.
Finally achieve the transformation of indexes from the qualitative analysis to the quantitative analysis, and provide a
theoretical basis for the enterprises to strengthen the safety protection and reduce the loss of accident.
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INTRODUCTION

Safety evaluation is the qualitative or quantitative analysis on the risk of the system accidents. It is to prevent
happening of the accidents and to reduce harm and damage of the accidents through the evaluation of the risk of the
system and ensuring the security countermeasures and measures. Safety evaluation is an effective measure to improve
the level of the safety management of the enterprise and skills of the accident prevention. At the same time, people’s
awareness of security issue is usually blurry. That is to say they will use the words such as “dangerous” and “almost
safe” to judge the security issues. The fuzzy evaluation can systematically solve the problem that fuzzy and difficult to
quantify, therefore, it is suitable to use vague and comprehensive way. However there are two problems while
referring to this method: First one is the ensuring of the index balance. Whether the allocation and selection are
reasonable or not will directly affect the result of the judgment. Second one is the ensuring of the vague assessment
matrix. First, the text is to use the judgment method of operation conditions of dangerous level to evaluate
semi-quantitatively due to the task which in the potential risk environment [1]. On the basis of this, the paper will use
the vague evaluation method based on the grey theory to evaluate of the creative ability of the enterprise technology.
In other words, it will use the grey relational degree of the grey theory to ensure the weight of the relative index, and
use grey statistic method to ensure relevant vague assessment matrix. As the result, it will finally to make the
evaluation more scientific and reasonable.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS SAFETY EVALUATION SYSTEM

The purpose of the safety evaluation system is to look for hazards in order to control and eliminate. At present, there
are a lot of evaluation methods, according to the characteristics of the evaluation method, it mainly contains
qualitative evaluation, quantitative evaluation and comprehensive evaluation.

Working conditions Risk Assessment Act (LEC) is a system with three kinds of risk factors related to the product of
the rate indicator value of the risk of casualties to evaluate the size of the system, these are L, E, and C. In order to
simplify the evaluation process, to take semi-quantitative count value method, there are three kinds of factors identify
the different levels of each different score, three scores to evaluate the risk of the product D size. The D value is
greater, the more dangerous of the system, and need to increase security measures, otherwise change the likelihood of
accidents, or reducing the frequency of human exposure to hazardous environments, or reduce the accident loss, until
adjusted to within the allowable range.
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GRADE EVALUATION OF THE HAZARDOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS (LEC)

L size for the possibility of accidents. The size of the accident probability is expressed by the probability, the accident
probability is absolutely impossible to 0, the probability of accidents will inevitably happen is 1, so the accident may
set minimum score of 0.1, it is bound to be scores of accidents set at 10, the situation between the two as a plurality of
intermediate values; E is the degree of exposure to hazardous environments frequently. Who appeared in hazardous
environments more time, the greater the risk; C for the consequences caused by the accident. Accidents resulting in
personal injury and property damage vary widely, so the value specified in the score between 1-100 [2]. The
evaluation score LEC list as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. LEC evaluation score.

L

score possibility of risk events score possibility of risk events score possibility of risk events

10 completely possibly
expected 3 possible but not often 0.5 could be envisaged but

impossible
6 quite possibly 1 completely unexpected 0.2 extremely unlikely

E
score frequency score frequency score frequency
10 continuous exposure 3 once a week exposure 1 once a year exposure
6 work-time exposure 2 once a month exposure 0.5 rare exposure

C
score consequences of accidents score consequences of

accidents
score consequences of accidents

100 catastrophe, many deaths 15 very serious, one death 3 major, serious injury
40 disaster, several deaths 7 serious disability 1 noticeable

D is the risk score. CELD  , D value is identified after the key is how to identify the threshold level of risk, and
this is not a long-term limit value fixed; at different times to identify the risk level of the limit value depending on the
circumstances, in order to identify improvement measures. As shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Accident risk assessment.

D value risk level risk degree
>320 1 extremely dangerous, cannot continue the work

160-320 2 high risk, needs immediate rectification
70-160 3 significant risk, needs rectification
20-70 4 general danger, requires attention
<20 5 slightly dangerous, can be accepted

Note: usually identified the risk source D≥70 as high risk source

IDENTIFY THE SAFETY EVALUATION PROCESS

According to the basic principles of LEC, the main production processes injury accident hazard safety index
evaluation results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Evaluation process unit.

Dangerous Type Risk Factors Indicators

Falling objects

Sling material without bundling, but with a plurality of hooks hanging disposable material (U12)
Staff security awareness is not enough (U11)
Delivery of materials sent to suspended material during standing underneath material control instruments
(U13)

Mechanical

injury

Failing to wear safety helmets, etc. is not the proper use of personal protective equipment (U21)
Improper use or irrational structure caused by stress concentration (U22)
Tooling, the improper selection of tools and materials (U23)
Tooling and equipment do not match (U24)

Scald
Heat treatment of employees during working hours do not wear protective clothing, without helmet (U31)
Do not wear protective glasses, do not wear Glove on polished (U32)
Machine guards do not perfect (U33)

In order to further identify and quantify process safety indicators, in both major accident injuries combined with
relevant expertise and the recent accident evaluate relevant information given on the basis of the respective risk factor
hazard safety indicators, so the accident source evaluation system into security of the corresponding process more
objective, scientific safety evaluation model constructed. Assume the risk coefficient ( )1,0∈β [2], the accident risk
factor step unit shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Risk factor of process accident.
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U11 U12 U13 U21 U22 U23 U24 U31 U32 U33

β 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.5

MANUFACTURING PROCESS SAFETY EVALUATION MODEL

Identify the Evaluation Class Set

Rank collection is characterized evaluate the merits of the set target level. With V = (v1, v2, ... , vm), where i represents
the evaluation level, m represents the number of levels evaluated. In this paper, four evaluation method when
establishing safety evaluation model that m = 4, V= (v1, v2, v3, v4) = (very safe, safe, dangerous, very dangerous).
Invites r expert to carry on the LEC allocation to n security target factor, by calculating the LEC, combined with
accident risk coefficient Table 4 identifies the sample matrix evaluation of safety indicators shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Evaluation sample matrix.

U11 U12 U13 U21 U22 U23 U24 U31 U32 U33

E1 3.5 0.6 1.5 2.4 0.2 1.2 2.4 1.5 0.6 1.5
E2 2.8 0.6 1.5 2.4 0.4 1.6 3 1.5 1.2 1.5
E3 2.8 0.6 2 2.4 0.4 1.6 2.4 1.5 0.6 1.5
E4 2.8 0.6 1.5 2.4 0.4 1.2 3 2 0.9 2
E5 3.5 0.9 1.5 2.4 0.2 1.6 2.4 1.5 0.9 1.5

Identify the Gray Fuzzy Evaluation Matrix

By the sample matrix, mark evaluation samples of the first s expert on the first j index for lsi , using the grey

statistics method based on each evaluation criteria function or albinism functions can calculate the level ( )lf sii

which lsi belongs to the first i estimation scale and then obtain the gray statistics n ji and the total number of the

grey statistical ni , of which ( )lfn si

r

s
iji =

1=
, =

1=

m

i
jij nn [3]. Ultimately, the grey weight

n
n

r
i

ij
ji = is identified by

synthesizing the r experts to evaluate the first i evaluation level on the first j factors.

In order to facilitate the statistical calculations, utilizes the commonly used three albinism functions to identify the
fuzzy evaluation matrix R of the index. The commonly used albinism function respectively is morphological ash
number of upper classes [ )+∞,∈⊕~ 1l , middle classes [ ]ll 2,,0∈⊕~ 11 and lower classes ( )ll 21,,0∈⊕~ . Then the concrete
definition of the functions are as follows [3]:
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According to the appraisal rank set of Table 5, the corresponding ash number and albinism function as shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1. Ash number and albinism function.

For the index U11, in consequence, the evaluation index statistical count of process safety belongs to various ashes
class is:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 8500.3=5,3+8,2+8,2+8,2+5,3= 1111111 fffffn
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 9667.1=5,3+8,2+8,2+8,2+5,3= 2222212 fffffn
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 3000.5=5,3+8,2+8,2+8,2+5,3= 3333313 fffffn
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0=5,3+8,2+8,2+8,2+5,3= 4444414 fffffn

Then, the total gray statistics for index U11 is: 1167.0=+++= 141312111 nnnnn , and the evaluation index assessment
score of process safety belongs to various ashes class is:

0==,4768.0==,1769.0==,3463.0== 11414113131121211111 nnrnnrnnrnnr

In the same way, the gray statistics n ji of other indexes and the total number of grey statistical n j can be identified,
and then further obtained the gray fuzzy evaluation matrix is:





















1875.05134.01875.002642.07653.001875.05831.00
3750.02246.03750.03063.03396.01378.03636.03750.01934.04768.0
2500.01497.02500.03964.02264.00816.03636.02500.01283.01769.0
1875.01123.01875.02973.01698.01875.02727.01875.00962.03463.0 T

R

Definite the index weight set

Use W=（w1,w2,…,wn）indicates the weight set, and 1=
1=

n

i
iW , in which wj expresses the j-th index weight. Set the

reference sequences for U0, U0= { }λ,λλ maxrmax2max1, , in which { }λλλmaxλ snss1maxs ,...,,= 2 (s=1,2,…,r),then the
reference factor series U0={5,5,4,4,5}, for each column in Table 5 as a comparison factor sequence, that is

{ }λλλ rjjjj ...,,,=U 21 (j=1,2,,…,n). Therefore may obtain the absolute deviation sequence ( ) ( )sUsU j-0 [4] as

shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Absolute deviation sequence.

No. Δ1 Δ2 Δ3 Δ4 Δ5 Δ6 Δ7 Δ8 Δ9 Δ10

1 0 2.9 2 1.1 3.3 2.3 1.1 2 2.9 2

2 0.2 2.4 1.5 0.6 2.6 1.4 0 1.5 1.8 1.5

3 0 2.2 0.8 0.4 2.4 1.2 0.4 1.3 2.2 1.3

4 0.2 2.4 1.5 0.6 2.6 1.8 0 1 2.1 1

5 0 2.6 2 1.1 3.3 1.9 1.1 2 2.6 2

For j=1,2,…,n; s=1,2,…,r, it can be drawn from Table 6 that     0-0 sUsUminmin jsj ,
    3.3-0 sUsUmaxmax jsj . Use the following formula, in consequence, it can calculate the correlation coefficient

( )sξ j which Uj to U0 on s-th expert.

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sUsUmaxmaxρsUsU

sUsUmaxmaxρsUsUminmin
sξ

j
sj

j

j
sj

j
sj

j
-+-

-+-
=

00

00

(1)

In the Eq.1, ρ is the distinguishing coefficient, [ ]1,0∈ρ , in which the purpose of introduction is to reduce the impact

of extreme value to the computation. In practice, the distinguishing coefficient should be selected according to the
correlation degree between the sequences, generally taking 5.0=ρ [5]. Therefore, using the correlation coefficient

formula above to calculate the correlation coefficient of the index j in the first s expert, for

example, ( ) 5410.0=
3.3×5.0+4.1
3.3×5.0+0

=26ξ , the rest of the correlation coefficient as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Correlation coefficient.

No. ( )sξ1 ( )sξ 2 ( )sξ 3 ( )sξ 4 ( )sξ 5 ( )sξ 6 ( )sξ 7 ( )sξ8 ( )sξ 9 ( )sξ10
1 1 0.3626 0.4521 0.6000 0.3333 0.4177 0.6000 0.4521 0.3626 0.4521
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2 0.8919 0.4074 0.5238 0.7333 0.3882 0.5410 1 0.5238 0.4783 0.5238

3 1 0.4286 0.6735 0.8049 0.4074 0.5789 0.8049 0.5593 0.4286 0.5593

4 0.8919 0.4074 0.5238 0.7333 0.3882 0.4783 1 0.6226 0.4400 0.6226

5 1 0.3882 0.4521 0.6000 0.3333 0.4648 0.6000 0.4521 0.3882 0.4521

Using the formula ( )sξ
rr

r

s
jj

1
=

1=
can calculate the correlation degree. The correlation degree directly reflects the

advantages and disadvantages relationship between the various comparison sequences for reference sequence, and
obtain the correlation degree from Table 7.

r=（0.9568,0.3988,0.5251,0.6943,0.3701,0.4961,0.8010,0.5220,0.4195,0.5220）
Making normalized processing for the correlation degree above can be possible to obtain the final weight of safety

index factors.  njrrw
n

j
jjj ,...,2,1

1



,and the weight of index set is

W=(0.1677,0.0699,0.0920,0.1217,0.0649,0.0870,0.1404,0.0914,0.0735,0.0915).

Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation

On the basis of the results of the calculations can conclude the indexes fuzzy evaluation matrix with R•W=B .
Then B= [0.2265 0.2433 0.3388 0.2027].

In order to express the evaluation level of objects and the comparison with other objects more clearly, using the
Delphi method to score the evaluation grades above, then marked ( )ddd m...,,,=D 21 , and the score of vi grade is d.
The evaluation method In this paper is four level evaluation method, so assume D= ( )dddd 4321 ,,, = ( )1,2,35， . Utilize
the formula D•B=Z T can calculate the corresponding score of the safety evaluation index with 2.7427 in
manufacturing process, and through this score, it can be more accurate to identify the overall level of safety evaluation
in the manufacturing process, that is to say, the security levels close to the security status. At the same time, it can also
be used in conjunction with other companies in the manufacturing process security.

Model Analysis and Evaluation

According to the indexes in Table 3, use the traditional method of LEC risk level evaluation can only be roughly
divided into dangerous level range. In this type of falling objects, the employee for convenience or efficiency in order
to drive, do not sling bundled material, but with a plurality of hooks hanging disposable material, there is a big
security risk during transport is to reach dangerous levels of secondary danger source (U11); the type of mechanical
damage due to improper use or irrational structure caused by stress concentration, leading to material damage, tooling
pieces flying is to reach a dangerous level of the hazard (U22); in this type of burns, do not wear protective eyewear ,
do not wear Glove would be polished is to reach dangerous levels of two sources of danger (U32). Among them, the
index U11 and U32 belong to the same secondary sources of danger, but there is no accurate value to arrange the order
of risk, similarly, with the same level of hazards also including other indicators. By fuzzy mathematical theory and
grey correlation model, the weights of the indexes U11, U22 and U32 in the process safety evaluation are 0.1677, 0.0649
and 0.0915 respectively. The use of hooks, the correct wear of personal protective equipment and the match degree of
work clothes and equipment account for a great weight in the process of safety evaluation with the value of 0.1677,
0.1217, 0.1404, and these factors of safety indexes regarded as the high risk indicator, it’s necessary to be focused on
and warned. The comprehensive utilization of LEC method and grey relational model can not only determines the
plant security value and the corresponding level of the overall process, but carries on the secure sorting more precise
to the separate security indicators, and then aimed at the different degrees of risk index to control systematically and
efficiently and ensure the production. The accurate weight value of safety index is shown in Figure 2.

As is shown in Figure 2, risk index order from high to low in the first kind of risk types is U11, U13 and U12, the second
type of order is U24, U21, U23, U22 and third one is U33,U31,U32, and the indexes risk order of overall process from high
to low is U11,U24,U21,U13,U31,U33,U23,U32,U12,U22.

The application of grey correlation model transforms the index from qualitative analysis into the accurate quantitative
analysis, and it greatly improve the quality and efficiency of the process safety assessment with a very good
engineering value. In the same time, in the safety assessment on the basis of the man - machine - environment, three
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factors begin, make safety technology and safety measures for dangerous and harmful factors present in the
manufacturing process, to a certain extent, the risk factors can be eliminated or reduced [4]. For there may be problems
during machining, to process jobs more prone to accidents presented in notes, and for personnel management has also
put forward a series of management measures. Therefore, the development of such security countermeasures is an
important means of preventing accidents, control and reduce accident losses, protect the entire production and
management process safety.

Figure 2.Weight value of safety index.

CONCLUSION

Safety is relative, accidents often occur in the production process. Therefore the focus using LEC analysis and fuzzy
evaluation method for safety workshop process conducted analysis system construction and modeling. Obtain the
accident risk level and safety evaluation matrix, and get right to the corresponding index weights and comprehensive
evaluation, more accurately judged that the manufacturing process of the overall safety rating scale based on gray
correlation, further and with other companies through LEC analysis relationship between the security comparison. In
this study, based on the development of emergency rescue plan is necessary, through the emergency plan of learning
and understanding, so that managers learn how the accident occurred when the command staff to carry out the rescue
measures, and improve the safety awareness of employees, faced with an accident do not panic, ordered to leave the
scene. So to some extent, in order to reduce casualties and damage accidents, safety indicators workshop process
model will play such an important role.
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